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Abstract 
Strehl, V., Identities of Rothes-Abel-Schlafli-Hurwitz-type, Discrete Mathematics 99 (1992) 
321-340. 
Several convolution identities, containing many free parameters, are shown to follow in a very 
simple way from a combinatorial construction. By specialization of the parameters one can find 
many of the known generalizations or variations of Abel’s generalization of the binomial 
theorem, including those obtained by Rothe, Schlafli, and Hurwitz. A convolution identity 
related to Mellin’s expansion of algebraic functions, proposed recently by Louck (but contained 
in equivalent form in earlier work by Raney and Mohanty), and a counting formula for labelled 
trees by rising edges, due to Kreweras, are also shown to follow from the general approach. 
1. Introduction 
The following generalization of the binomial theorem, due to Abel [l], 
(x + a)” = ;0 (;)a(a - PkY’ . (x + P/v-~‘, 
has given rise to a rich literature on what one may call ‘Abel-type-identities’, see 
e.g., [8, 33, 341, and the references given there. Abel’s identity has a close 
relative, 
(x + (Y)(x + cr - n/3)“-’ = & (;)+ - /@)“_’ .x(x + p/3)“-“-‘. 
There are several ways to rewrite these equations in equivalent form. One version 
is 
(u + Y + n)” = 2 (;)u(u + q-1 . (v + (n - k))“_k, 
k=O 
(U + V)(U + ?J + a)“-1 = 2 (l)U(U + /?)k-1 * V(V + (n - #k)),--k--l. 
k=O 
(2) 
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The latter identity is a convolution identity which shows that the sequence of 
polynomials u(u + n)“-l (n 2 0) is of binomial type, see [29]‘. These identities 
have been proved by very different methods: induction, Lagrange’s method, 
generating functions, combinatorial techniques. . . and each method has led 
authors to establish variants and generalizations. Among the many variants, there 
is the following generalization of the Chu-Vandermonde-convolution: 
(U + v)(l + u + v + ny),_, 
n 
= w ; U(1 + z4 + ky),_, * v(1 + 21+ (n - k)y)n__k--l (3) k=O 
(where (Y)~ := y(y + l)(y + 2) * . . (y + n - 1) is the rising factorial), which estab- 
lishes the binomial type property for the polynomials an(y, z) : = ~(1 + z + 
n~)~_i, where it is understood that a,,(~, z) = 1. I am not sure what the earliest 
reference for (3) is. It is certainly older than Abel’s work, because it appears as a 
special case of an identity by Rothe [35] in 1793, see [13-B], and Section 3.3. 
This paper will not attempt to give an overview over methods employed and 
results obtained. The main reason to write this paper was the following question 
posed recently by Louck (Oberwolfach, July 1988). 
For (complex) parameters U, ZJ, z = (z,, . . . , z,) and a = (a,, . . . , an) E N” let 
fa(z, U) := ~(1 + u + a . z),~,-~, 
where a .z= alzl +. . -+ anzn and ]a] = LY, + ...+ cu,. In the case a= 
(0, . . . , 0) = 0 put fO(z, U) = 1). Then show-preferably by combinatorial 
means-that 
(4) 
where the summation runs over all /J E N” such that o G j3 G a in componentwise 
order, and where a - /.I = ((u, - &, . . . , a,, - /&). 
This identity obviously reduces to the Rothe-identity (3) in the case IZ = 1. 
Louck’s question has been answered shortly thereafter by (at least) three different 
people independently, and by three different methods: by Paule [30], who 
generalized the Lagrange-inversion approach as used previously to prove the 
special case n = 1, e.g., in Riordan’s book [34]; by Zeng [40] who used induction 
and by myself [37], taking a completely combinatorial approach. 
It must be noted, however, that an equivalent version of (4), written in terms 
of falling instead of rising factorials, namely 
u+v u+v+a.z 
u+v+a.z a 
’ I will not explicitly refer to this theory, although there are obvious connections between the 
combinatorial ideas presented in [29] and the approach described herein. 
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where 
Y 
0 
=Y.(Y-1P(Y-lal+l) 
a al! . a,! * * * cu,. I ’ 
is already contained-at least in an important special case-in the work of Raney 
[31] on a combinatorial approach to Lagrange inversion. Indeed, Theorems 2.2 
and 2.3 from [31] combined yield (5), where zi = i. The more general from (5) can 
be deduced routinely from this special case. The identity (5) itself is used in [7, 
eq. (9)], where it is given the name ‘Raney’s formula’. Yet another source for 
identity (5) and related ones-apparently independent from Raney’s work-is an 
article by Mohanty [27], where a formal (i.e., noncombinatorial) proof, based on 
generating functions, is given (in the case it = 2, but the general result is cited). 
See also Chapter 5 in Mohanty’s book [26], where a combinatorial interpretation 
in terms of lattice paths and tree enumeration is given. 
By looking at some articles related to identities of Abel-type, in particular at 
Hurwitz’ beautiful concise paper [16] on a multivariable generalization of Abel’s 
identity, it occurred to me that in my note [37] I had indeed proved something 
more general than just the identity proposed by Louck. Attempting to write down 
the combinatorial ideas in a version as general as possible, I arrived at the results 
presented below, and-as a surprise-the proof is even simpler than the one 
which led me to the combinatorial proof of identity (4). The main idea is quite 
simple: using a combinatorial argument for the proof of Abel-type identities, and 
enriching it with as many variables as possible as to make the argument still work. 
What comes out of this are identities which contain O(n’) free parameters, in 
contrast to O(n) free parameters in Hurwitz’ results and only O(1) free 
parameters in the ‘classical’ versions. Even the identity proposed by Louck is 
‘only’ an identity with O(n) parameters.’ 
The presence of additional parameters led to a surprising observation: a recent 
result by Kreweras [20] on the number of trees on IZ vertices with a specified set 
of rising edges turned out to be corollary by specialization of the identities 
obtained here. In fact, I had already given a proof of Kreweras result in an earlier 
article [38], and the proof given there is only a specialized version of the one 
given here. 
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the relevant 
definitions and the main results. In Section 3 a number of specializations are 
presented, in particular the classical identities due to the mathematicians 
mentioned in the title of this article are discussed, and the conjectured identity 
(4) is proved. The motivation to consider an identity like (4) comes from a 
function-theoretic problem: the expansion of an algebraic function as a power 
series in the indeterminates of its defining equation. This problem was considered 
‘This admittedly somewhat imprecise formulation will become clearer in the context of the 
combinatorial model of the next section, when structures living on a set of cardinality n are given 
weights coming from a polynomial rings with O(n*) variables. In the ‘classical’ specializations of 
Section 3 much less parameters are left after substitution. 
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(and solved) by Mellin in 1915. A new approach to this result was recently 
proposed by Louck, and he posed the question about identity (4) because this was 
the ‘missing link’ in his proof. A short description of this approach is included as 
Section 4. Section 5 deals with some enumeration problems for trees and 
functions. In particular, Kreweras’ result is discussed. The ‘q-analogue’ of 
Cayley’s formula, as proposed recently by Egecioglu and Remmel, also shows up 
as a consequence of our approach. Lastly, the technique which led to the main 
result is shown to yield-n the counting level-an identity known from Knuth’s 
Q-algebra, a setting for the treatment of generalizations of Ramanujan’s 
Q-function which arise quite frequently in the analysis of algorithms. 
2. Some multivariable convolution identities 
Let an infinity of variables 
x = {x+ 1 s i <i}, Y= {Yj: lsi}, and z 
be given. For finite sets A c N\(O) and a E N define 
&‘(y):=C {yj:j~A, jca}, 
and 
ry’(~):=C {X,j:jEA, ~<j}. 
The following polynomials, indexed by finite subsets A c N\(O), will be 
considered: 
TA(X, y; z) := z X n @a”)(y) + ra”‘(x)), 
aeA\{max(A)) 
sA(.&y;z):= n (z + aa"'( t$'(x)) 
acA 
tA(&y;z):=z x 
..a\E.(A)) ( 
z + uy y y ) + $(x)). 
Note that these are polynomials in O(n”) variables for sets A of cardinality n. 
Theorem 1. The polynomials rA(x, y; z), sA(& y; z) and lA(-& Y; Z> satisfy the 
following identities : 
s,(x,y;u+v)= 2 t,(&y;“)‘sC+9y;v) (6) 
BUC=A 
t,(.&y;u+u)= c t&,y>“)*t&Jy;v) (7) 
BUC=A 
tA(& y; z, = c rB(x,y;z)* tC(x> y; z, (8) 
BUC=A,max(A)EB 
u+v 
tA(x, y; u + v) = y c fB(-& y;")- k(-& y; v, 
BuC=A,rnax(A)~Ef 
(9) 
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(The summation C,,c=, runs over all ordered bipartitions (B, C) of A, i.e., 
BUC=A and BflC=0). 
For the proof we will make use of a combinatorial interpretation of the 
polynomials rA(x, y; z), s~(x, y; z) and fA(x, y; z). For this purpose, let us define, 
for finite sets A c N such that 0 4 A, 
‘8A := the set of all functions f :A+A U (0); 
$A := the set of all f E 8A which have no recurrent elements (i.e., trees on 
A U {0}, rooted at 0, with arcs directed towards the root; alternatively we may 
view these objects as acyclic functions on A, where an arc going from each fixed 
point within A to the external element 0 is understood); 
Y$, := the set of all f E 8” such that f (max(A)) = 0; 
9& := the set of all f E SA with a single arc going from some element of A to 0, 
or (alternatively) connected acyclic mappings from A into itself. 
A weight function w associates with each f E %A the monomial 
w(f) := rI w&f(a), 
GEA 
where 
if 16 a <b, 
if 0 < b =S a, 
if b = 0 <a. 
Proposition 1. The polynomials rA(x, y, z), sA(& y, z), and tA(x, y; z) and 
tA(x, y; z) are generating polynomials for %A, $A, %A, and %A in the following 
sense : 
sA(x, y; z, = c lw(f):f E %A}, 
f/+(x, y; z, = c lw(f):f ’ %I), (11) 
tA(x, y; z, = c lw(f):f E %AA), (12) 
(13) 
Proof. Assertions (10) and (12) are quite obvious; it suffices to note that each 
f E ZA is specified by selecting an image f(a) independently for each a E A. Each 
factor of sA(x, y; 2) (tA(x, y; z) resp.) represents the weights for the various 
possibilities for f(a). (13) is an immediate consequence of (ll), because 
rA(x, y; z) is the z-linear part of tA(x, y; z). Thus it suffices to prove (11). This can 
be done in two different ways (at least). 
(a) by establishing a bijection @: %A+ %A which preserves weights, i.e., 
w(f) = w(@(f)) for all f E SA; 
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(b) by using the ‘matrix-tree-theorem’, see e.g., [5, 28, 36, 391. 
(a) Let f E S,,, and put a*:= max(A). If f(a*) = 0, then f belongs to 5!$, and 
we put Q(f) : =f. If f(a *) # 0, then there is a unique sequence 
with k > 2 such that f(ai) = ai_, (1 s i =z k). Let 1 = pi < pz < * . . < p, = k denote 
the index-subsequence of the left-to-right-maxima in the sequence a,, a2, . . . , ak, 
i.e., the increasing sequence of all indices p such that ap = max{ai: i c p}. Put 
bn:=apn (l<il~I), B:={b,, . . . , b,}, A’ : = A \ B, and note that necessarily we 
havef(b,)<b,, (l~A<l). Thus 
We now define g = @(f) E %A by 
i 
f(a) if a EA’, 
g(a) := f (b,,,) if a = b* (1 c A <I), 
0 if a = bl (=a*). 
It is then obvious that w(f) = w(g), because 
and 
Wbi+,,f@i+,) = yf(b*+,) = wbi,,(bi) c1 s A < % 
W 
br,,(br) - - z = Wb,,,(b,). 
The reader may notice that the idea behind the construction of CD: sA 3 SA is 
that of Foata’s fundamental transformation, see [lo], so that the invertibility of @ 
follows from that same property of the fundamental transformation. 
(b) For convenience, we may assume that A = (1, 2, . . _ , n}, and we will write 
0:) instead of ai’(y) and rg) instead of #(x), i.e., c$)= CISjSiyj and 
r$‘=C. r<,s,~i,i. By the matrix-tree-theorem, we have 
c {w(f):f E ~~l,~....,n~~ = det&, 
where the matrix entries of K,, = (k;,j)l~i,j~, are given by 
i 
-xi,j if lCi<jGn, 
k,,j = -Yj if lSj<iCn, 
z + &‘) + r$, if i = j. 
Now take K,, add columns 1,2, . . . , n - 1 to the last column, and then subtract 
row i from row i - 1 for i = 2, 3, . . . , n. This yields a matrix L, = (li,j)l~i,j~n with 
I,,,=0 for lSii<, Iij=O for lSj<iSn, 
I. = 2 + 0:) + 7$ 1.1 for 1 C i < n, and I,,, = z. 
Now det K, is the product of the elements in the main diagonal of L,. Cl 
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This way of using the matrix-tree-theorem seems less satisfactory from the 
combinatorial point of view, but note that a ‘bijective’ proof, based on an 
application of a sign-reversing involution, of the matrix-tree-theorem can be 
given, cf. [5, 36, 391. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is easy to see that s~(x, y; u + V) is the generating 
polynomial for functions f :A +A U {O,, 4) under the valuation G(f) = 
KsA %J(+ where 
1 
w,,~ if b $ {Oi, 41, 
K& = u if b=Oi, 
V if b = 0,. 
Similarly fA(x, y ; u + v) counts those functionsf : A + A U (0,) 4) which are acyclic 
on A, i.e., which are pairs of trees, one tree rooted in 01, the other one rooted in 
4,. (or alternatively: fA(x, y; u + v) counts those functions f :A+A U {O,, 4) 
which satisfy f (max(A)) E {O,, 4)). N ow each function f :A-+A U {0,, 4) 
uniquely decomposes into the connected component rooted at 01, which belongs 
to $,B for some subset B of A, and the remainder of it. This remainder (using Oz 
as external element) belongs to gAiB, i f f was arbitrary, and it belongs to sAIB, if 
f was acyclic in the sense described above. Conversely, each f :A+A U {O,, 4) 
can be reconstructed from these pieces. Since the valuation C is obviously 
multiplicative with respect to such decompositions, the identities (6) and (7) 
follow. 
Identity (8) is combinatorially obvious: a forest of rooted trees on A consists of 
the tree containing max(A) as one of its nodes, i.e., a rooted tree on some subset 
B of A such that max(A) E B, and a forest of rooted trees on A \ B. 
By using the same kind of combinatorial argument, it is very easy to verify (9): 
combining the arguments which lead to (7) and (8) one gets; 
Noting that 
EUCUD=A.max(A)eC 
rc(x, y; u + u) = 
u+v 
--‘~c(~,Y;u) u 
one gets (9) by a further application of (8) (in the reverse direction). Cl 
Before passing to the discussion of special cases of the identities stated in the 
theorem, a few comments on the combinatorial methods are in order. The fact 
that tree enumeration, Abel-identities (or more generally: convolution identities 
for polynomials of binomial type), and also Lagrange-inversion, are intimately 
related, has often been observed, see e.g., [12, 18-19, 22, 29, 311. One type of 
approach consisted in using a kind of ‘Priifer-code’ of trees (e.g., in [18-19,31]), 
or ‘Foata-Fuchs-coding’ of (acyclic) endofunctions (e.g., in [3-4, 11-121). A point 
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to be made in the present note is that it appears to be more profitable from the 
combinatorial point of view (in the sense: there are more free parameters 
available) to use instead Foata’s fundamental transformation in order to get (not 
so obvious) generating polynomials for classes of trees from (obvious) generating 
polynomials for certain classes of endofunctions via bijection. Furthermore, even 
though the ‘classical’ specializations of the next section can be deduced via 
Lagrange-inversion. It does not seem evident how to prove the more general 
result of Theorem 1 using this method. Let us finally mention that the underlying 
fundamental bijection between endofunctions and uertkbrt% (=sequences of 
rooted trees, using the terminology of Joyal’s theory of species) has also been the 
starting point in [22] for Labelle’s combinatorial version of the Lagrange- 
inversion formula, including generalizations (in a different direction) of Abel- 
type-identities. 
3. Specializations 
In this section I will discuss some special cases of the identities given in the 
theorem. Note that any such identity contains lots of free parameters available 
for specialization-here I will restrict my attention to some of the more 
prominent examples from the classical iterature. 
3.1. The binomial and Vandermonde identities 
It is a trivial observation that (6) (or (7)) re d uces to the binomial theorem if we 
substitute 
xi,j c0 (1 < i <j), yjt0 (l<j), 
and to Vandermonde’s identity if 
Xi,j tO (1 C i <j), Yj+l (lSj). 
3.2. The Abel identities 
Abel’s identity (1) follows from (6) by setting 
.qjtl (lSi<j), _Yj+l (lcj), 
and the same substitution leads from (7) to (2). 
3.3. Rothe’s identity 
Rothe’s formula [35] of 1793 reads as follows: 
~~(,-~;;qktbk)(Pn_“,“)(q:bk)=rIPp=Yq)qppn)-+b~(P:4)’ 
This somewhat complicated looking identity is discussed and proved e.g., in 
articles of Gould and Kaucky, [13-151, and in Knuth’s book [18]. Much of the 
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apparent complication disappears if we look at it as a combination of cwo 
identities, namely by treating r and s as variables and comparing the coefficients of 
r (S resp.) on both sides. We then get the r-identity 
and the s-identity 
~~p~(Pnr”,“,~(q:bk)=p~(P,:q). 
Replacing p - bn by p in both identities leads to the modified r-identity 
2 l (P+nb”,y-L_(qy) 
k=op + b(n -k) 
1 p+q p+q+bn =- 
pqp+q+bn II > 
and the modified s-identity 
(14) 
sop + b; -k) (” +,““, k)) & (” :““) 
n 1 p+q+bn 
=;p+q+bn > n ’ 
A more transparent way of writing the modified r-identity (14) is 
(15) 
” 
c(> i P(P + (b - 1W + lb-1 * dq + (b - l)(n -k) + l)n-k-l k=O 
= (P + q)(p + q + (b - lb),-1 
or, putting y = b - 1 and an(y, U) = ~(1 + u + ~nyn)~_~, 
ak(y, Ph-k(Y? 4) = %t(Y> P + 41, 
and similarly for the modified s-identity: 
uk(y> Phn-k(Y, 4) =p& %(Y, P + 41, (17) 
Thus the r-identity (16) is just the generalized Vandermonde convolution (3) 
from the introduction, which is a special case of (7) via the substitution: 
_qi+y (lSi<j), yi+y+1 (1Sj). 
The s-identity (17) follows from (9) in the same way. 
A multivariable generalization of Rothe’s formula has also been established by 
Zeng [40] as a result of his approach to an inductive proof of identity (4). 
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3.4. Schl@i ‘s identity 
At the beginning of his article of 1847 on Lamberti’s series, SchlHfli derives 
(using Lagrange-inversion) the following identity 
(Pfq)xl~<~(P+q+(n-j)a+ia) 
=~~(~~x~_!!i(p+(n-i-~)~+~~).q 
X Ji (4 + (i -i)@ +iP), (18) 
i.e., a convolution identity for the polynomials 
S,(LY, j3; 2) = 2 X n (2 + (n - i)a + i/3) 
l=%i<?l 
(where s~((Y, /3; z) = 1). This fits neatly into our scheme, because the substitution 
_qitLY (lSi<j), Yj+P (lsj) 
leads directly from (7) to Schlafli’s identity. The Abel-identiy (2) and Rothe’s 
identity (16) ((3) resp.) are obviously special cases, but note that, on the other 
hand, the substitution 
leads back from (3) to (18). 
The common generalization of the Vandermonde and Abel convolution 
formulas, as proposed by Gould in [13] and treated by Raney in [31, Section 71, is 
nothing but a variant of Schlafli’s identity. They show, by different methods, that 
the polynomials 
G(m,n;B.Y)=:XI FCn(a.+Pn--vm) 
< 
(where G(a, 0; /3, 7) = 1) satisfy 
G(ar + cy2, n; P, r) = x G(a,, nl; B, r) * G(a2, n2; B, r>- 
n,+n*=* 
This follows from (18) by noting that 
G(a, n; P, r) = $s,(P, P - Y; a). 
3.5. Hurwitz ‘s generalization of the Abel identities 
Hurwitz’ generalization [16, 18-191 of the Abel-identities (1) and (2) reads, in 
our notation, 
(U + v + o,4(Y))bA = ,UzA u(u + oB(Y)P-’ * (v + oc(Y))hc (19) 
(u + v)(u + ‘u + o,(Y))““-’ = .“Z=, u(u + %(Y))hB-l * v(v + oC(Y))bc-’ (20) 
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(where 4A denotes the cardinality of A), i.e., these identities follow from (6) ((7) 
resp.) via the substitution 
xi,j tyi (1 S i <j). 
It should be noted that Knuth ([19]) h as indicated at combinatorial proof of (19), 
which is similar in spirit to the one given above. In [12] Francon gives 
combinatorial proofs of (19) and (20) and further identities related to Rothe’s 
identity using the Foata-Fuchs-coding of finite functions. 
3.6. The identity proposed by Louck 
Let us first look at the particular case cyl = cu, = . . - = a, = 1, where (4) reduces 
to 
(u + V)(l + U + 21 + o,(z))~,4-1= .“Z=, u(u + ~B(Z))tlB-1 * 4v + %(Z)hC-l. 
Written in this (equivalent) form, the identity proposed by Louck appears as a 
kind of Hurwitz-type generalization of Rothe’s identity (3). It follows from (7) 
simply by replacing Yi by 1 + Zj (1 =S j), and xi,j by Zj (1 s i < j). 
The general case of (4) can be deduced from (7) as follows: Let CC E N”, 
A c (0, 1, 2, . . .} with 4A = Ial. There is a unique ordered partition 
(Al, AZ,. . . > A,,) of A such that IqA, = ai, 1 c i s n, and such that a E Ai, b E Aj, 
i <j implies a < b. Let I/I~ denote the substitution which replaces y, by 1 + zi for 
allaeAi, lCiS~andxa,bbyzjforallaEAandbeAj, l<j<n. Then 
~,(~A@, y ; u)) = u x n $%(u f d?(Y) + e?(x)) 
oeA\(max(A)) 
=ux n (u+t]{bEA;bsa}+a-z) 
aeA\(max(A)) 
= u * (1+ U + a . z),,,-1 
=fak u). 
NOW let B GA. Let Bi = B n Ai, Bi = hBi, 1 S i s II, and /3 = (pi, /&, . . . , pa). 
Note that in this situation 
&&& Y; u)) = V#&& Y; u)). 
From this observation and (7) it follows that 
%drA(% Y; u + v)) = BTA ~&L=&~ Y; u))+&A\B(-& Y; v)) 
= jA %$&(X, Y; u))~~-&A\B(x~ Y; v)). 
For any given /I E IV’ there are precisely 
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subsets B G A such that lq(B n Ai) = pi, 1 s i 6 n. This gives us identity (4). 
Applying the same kind of substitution to identity (6) yields 
(1 + u + 21 + a * z),,, 
= ; (3( 
1+ u + B . z),~, . ~(1 + 21 + (a - B) * z),~-~,-~, 
a companion identity to (4), which is related to the other Hurwitz-Abel-identity 
(19) (and hence also to Abel’s identity (1)) in the same way (4) is related to (20). 
An equivalent version of this latter identity is contained in Mohanty’s article [27]. 
It is interesting to note why Louck was led to consider identity (4). He recently 
showed [23,24] that the series expansion of the principal solution of an algebraic 
equation with indeterminate coefficient, as originally found by Mellin [25] using 
function-theoretic methods, can be obtained in a surprisingly simple way once 
identity (4) is known. Combining the idea of Louck with the combinatorial 
approach of this paper one gets a very elementary approach to Mellin’s result. A 
brief description of Louck’s approach is given in the following section. 
4. A short account of Louck’s approach to Mellin’s expansion for algebraic 
functions 
In this section I will briefly explain why identity (4) is really an identity of 
interest. As already mentioned above, it serves as an essential ingredient in 
Louck’s recent approach to the Mellin-expansion for algebraic functions. To see 
this, let 
y~+xlym~+X2y”‘+...+x,ym~-1=0 (21) 
be an algebraic equation of degree p with complex coefficients. (We may assume 
that O<mj<p for l~i~n.) Let y(x)=y(xi,. . . ,x,) denote the principal 
solution (in a suitable domain D c C” containing 0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0)), i.e., the one 
satisfying y(0) = 1. (It can easily be seen that the other p - 1 solutions can be 
expressed via Y(X) using simple transformations involving the complex pth roots 
of unity). Mellin succeeded (in [25]) to determine-by function-theoretic methods 
( i.e., residue calculus)-the series expansion of y(x)” in terms of the variables 
x=(x,, . . . ,x,): 
c,(n)=-$(1-j(i;+a.m)) 
la,-1 
and were we have used the obvious notational abbreviations 
_P=x;~‘...x~ and a!=a,!...cu,!. 
(Note that m = (ml, . . . , m,) are the exponents of the algebraic equations.) 
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If we denote by M[x, y; U] the exponential generating function of the 
polynomialsf,(y, U) = ~(1 + u + cc *y),a,_-l introduced in (4), i.e., 
then we see that Mellin’s result can be written as 
y(x)“= M[x, -(l/p)m; -(Up)]. 
A few lines of purely formal computation show that 
M[X,y;-lJ+~XiM[X~y;y~]-l=O. 
i=l 
BY putting y = -(l/p)m = (-ml/p, . . . , -m,/p), this specializes to 
Mb, -(Up)4 --I]+ 2 xiM[x, -(l/p)m; -(mJp)] - 1 = 0. 
i=l 
Comparing this with the original algebraic equation (21) we can state: if we knew 
that 
M[x, y; h] = M[x, _Y; Ulk, 
then it would follow immediately that 
Y(X) = w.c -(llp)m; -WP)l> 
and hence also that 
y(x)“= M[r, -(l/p)m; -(Up)]. 
Thus all we need is the validity of an ‘exponential formula’ for the generating 
function: 
which-on the level of its coefficients-is equivalent to (4). In this way a proof of 
(4) was neded to complete Louck’s formal derivation of Mellin’s result. 
Conversely, one may observe that Mellin’s expansion together with Louck’s 
observation can be used to prove (4). A further fact worth noting is that Mellin’s 
expansion can be proved directly using one-variable Lagrange-inversion in a 
clever way (this has been pointed out to me by Paule and Gessel). 
For an expose’ of Mellin’s work about analytic solutions of algebraic equations 
and multiple hypergeometric series see Beleradinelli’s booklet [2]. 
It is interesting to look from this point of view at Chu’s article [7] on 
generalized Catalan numbers. Let us consider 
d(x) : = y(-x)“, 
where y(x) denotes, as before, the principal solution of (21). From what has been 
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said before, it is clear that 
l d(x) satisfies the equation 
d(x) = X, d(x)“’ + x* d(r)“’ + * - . + x, d(x)“n + 1, 
where r~ = (~1, ~2, . . . , 4 = (l/p)m = (ml/p, m2/p, . . . , m,/p), 
l d(x) = M[-x, -(l/p)m, -11. 
.4 few lines of transformation then show that 
(22) 
d(x) = 1+ c ( a * u)(a * u - 1). . 
a#0 
.(a-u+,+2,5 
=?a.;+1 (y+l)x= 
(cf. Equation (5) for the notation). Chu shows that for integer vi, v2, . . . the 
coefficients of d(x) have an interesting combinatorial interpretation in terms of 
placing the vertices of pi convex vi-gons on the circumference of a cycle of a - u 
points such that the edges of the polygons do not intersect. This interpretation, 
which generalizes a well-known interpretation of the Catalan-numbers, due to 
Motzkin, is obtained by showing that both d(x) (as above) and the generating 
function for these polygon-configurations atisfy (22). For the proof, Chu uses (5) 
(instead of proving it from the combinatorial model). Other combinatorial 
interpretations of these generalized Catalan numbers are contained in Raney’s 
article [31] and Mohanty’s book [26], see also [6, 321. 
5. Enumeration of trees and functions 
5.1. A result by Kreweras 
It follows from Proposition 1 in Section 2 that 
is the generating polynomial for (rooted) trees on [n] = (1, 2, . . . , n}, where now 
the unique arc i+ 0 determines the root i. In particular, given a system 
I= {(ii, ii), (L 9, . . . , Gk, id) 
of pairs (i, j) such that 
lSi,<i,<-- -<i,<n and i,<j,,=sn (l~v~k), 
then 
lIlkxivJv ’ II C Yj -_ ie[n-l]\(i,.i*..._.i~} lejsi 
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is the generating polynomial for trees on (1, 2, . . . , n} having prectiely the 
(i, Z) E Z as increasing arcs i-j. (Remember that we consider rooted trees as 
functions with arcs a-f(a) directed towards the root. Thus the number of those 
trees is 
n 
ie(n-l]\{i,,iz,...,i~} 
i = il’yi-. t!!, 
It is noteworthy that this number depends only on the sef of sources {iv: 1 G Y < 
k}, but not on the individual arcs i,, +jv, and not even on the set {Z,,: 1 s Y G k} 
of their targets! This result has been presented by Kreweras in a recent talk [20], 
and he asked for a proof of it which explains this latter fact-which is by no 
means obvious if one looks at the trees thus specified, and which is not apparent 
from Kreweras’ original (inductive) proof. Such a more illuminating proof was 
given by myself in [38], and the interested reader will notice that it is essentially 
the same as the proof of (13) given above. Another (quite different) proof is 
contained in a recent article by Kreweras and Moszkowski [21]; here the authors 
use a kind of Prtifer-code for rooted trees, which has the property to encode the 
(in-)degree sequence of a rooted tree. But the proof given in [21] still uses 
induction. The kind of result just mentioned obviously extends to forests of 
rooted trees, which amounts to looking at higher order terms of tll,...,,)@, y; z). 
In the last section of [21] the authors mention a consequence of their work 
which had been pointed out to them by Wilf: Let d = (d,, dl, . . . , d,) E N”+l and 
y = (Yo, Yl, . . . , y,J a vector of variables. For k E N let N(d, k) denote the number 
of rooted trees on the set [n] U (0) which have 0 as their root which have 
(in)-degree sequence d, and precisely k decreasing arcs. Then 
2 N(d, k)y”d‘ = uyo x ‘i-i ((y. + - - * + Yjl” + (Yj+l + . . . + Yn)), 
j=I 
where the sum on the left-hand side runs over all the (finitely many) d E fV+l and 
k E N which are feasible for the specified class of trees. Note that this result 
simply follows from (11) by the substitution 
2 +uyo, Yj + uYj, xi,j +Yj 
for all i,jE[n], i<j. 
5.2. The Eg’ecioglu-Remmel qanalogue of Cayley ‘s formula 
In [9] Egecioglu and Remmel give multivariate generating functions for 
weighted Cayley-trees and they provide ‘bijective’ proofs for them. I became 
aware of this article only after completing my proof of the identity proposed by 
Louck and writing up a first version of this article. Indeed, the technique used in 
[9] is pretty much the same as the one employed here in Section 2 for the proof of 
(ll), and the results obtained are very similar. In order to document this I will 
briefly draw the connection between Theorem 1.2 of [9] and my identity (11). 
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Egecioglu and Remmel put a weight w on arcs i-j, i E (1, 2, _ . . , n}, 
j E (0, 1, . . . , n} as follows: 
w(i+j} := 1 xq’t’ if i >j, yp’s’ if i <j, 
and extend this on elements f E %t1,2,...,n) multiplicatively 
w(f) = 1 II,, 4i--+fW. 
=s 
Then they show that (adapted to our notation): 
c {df):f E 3jl,2,...,n)) 
= xq” x n [xq’(l + t + t2 + . . . + t’) + yp’(s’+’ + si+2 + . . - + s”)] (23) 
lGi<n 
This appears as a somewhat restricted version of (ll), if one takes just x, y, p, q, 
s, t as variables. One might as well consider the powers pi, qi, si, tj of these 
variables as individual variables themselves. Then the essential difference 
between (23) and (11) is that the w-weight notifies sources and targets of 
increasing arcs (i+ j with i <j) in product form (p’s’)---instead of a single 
variable Xi,j for each such arc. The decreasing arcs (including those ending at the 
root 0) are treated in the product form (q?) in (23), whereas the o-weight of 
Section 2 only takes care of the targets. A more general version of (11) with a 
product on decreasing arcs can easily be written down, but it is not possible to 
treat decreasing arcs in the same way by individual variables as we did with 
increasing arcs. 
Note that the applications of (23) (and similar identities) given in [9] and the 
applications of (11) given here are almost disjoint, even though the basic 
combinatorial procedure is virtually the same. 
5.3. An identity in Knuth ‘s Q-algebra 
The bijection used in the proof of Proposition 1 can profitably be used in other 
situations as well. As an illustration of this fact, I will conclude this article by 
showing how to combinatorially prove an identity in Knuth’s Q-algebra (see [17] 
for the basics and interesting applications; for more information about function 
enumeration and the Q-algebra see [4]). 
For any finite set A c (1, 2, . . .} let JUT denote the set of all mappings from A 
into itself. If f E A, and a E A, then a is said to be f-recurrent, if f”(a) = a for 
some positive integer p. The least such integer p is the period of a (with respect to 
f). Finiteness of A guarantees that the set Rf of f-recurrent elements is always 
non-empty. If f is connected, then the elements of R, form a cycle-if p = bRf is 
the length of this cycle, we will say that f has period p. Consider now the 
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%pj := {f E J&: f is connected and has period p}, 
S@$“’ := {f E .& : max(A) is f-recurrent and has period p}. 
Proposition 2. For each A and p 2 1, there is a bijection between (e$‘) and 9$p’. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the one of Proposition 1. Take f E Y&J’) and 
assume a* = max(A) $ R,. (Otherwise f would belong to 92) as well and would 
be mapped onto itself.) Let 
k:=min{i>l:f’(a)ERf} and ai:=fk+‘-‘(a*), OGjGk+l. 
(Note that a, =fk(a*) and a, = f(al) may coincide; this happens precisely if 
p=l.) As b f e ore, we extract the index-subsequence 1 = p, < pz < . . . < pI < 
p/+1 = k + 1 of the left-to-right-maxima in the sequence a,, a*, . . . , ak+*. Let b 
denote the unique preimage of a, in Rp (Again: b and a, coincide iff p = 1. In the 
case p = 2 it happens that b = a, (#a,).) Then g E 9$‘) can be defined by 
if a = a* (=ak+l), 
if a = b, 
if a = a6 (1 G p < 1 + l), 
otherwise. 
Thus a* = max(A) takes the position of a, in the cycle of length p of f. The 
resulting function g e adA (p) has I additional connected components. 
Again, the bijectivity of this construction of a mapping %y)+ 9yp’ follows 
from the same property of the fundamental transformation. Cl 
Remark. The construction given in the proof of Proposition 1 is essentially 
equivalent to the case k = 2. The case k = 1 would suffice to give Kreweras’ 
results of Section 5.1. My earlier proof [37] of Louck’s identity (4) is based on the 
more general construction of Proposition 2 rather than on the proof of 
Proposition 1. 
Now it is interesting to look at the Foata-coding (cf. [8,3]) applied to the 
endofunctions contained in 
%A := lJ uk and 9~~ := IJ gap). 
1spsn Ispal 
For convenience, take A = (1, 2, . . . , n}. Elements f E %!$‘) are coded by words 
m(f) = ml3112 * * . m, over the alphabet A, where 
l the first p letters of m(f) are distinct, 
l m, is larger than each of m2, m3, . . . , mp, 
l m,,, is one of ml, m2,. . . , m,, 
l the remaining letters mp+2, m,,+3, . . . , m, are arbitrary. 
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Thus we get 
4$gp = (;) . (p - I)! . p . nn--p--l. 
Elements g E By’ are coded by words m(g) = m1m2 * * . m, over the alphabet A, 
where 
l the letter n appears in m(g), and if i is the minimal index such that mi = n, then 
- letters m,, m2, . . . , mi+p-, are all distinct, 
- mi+p is one of m,, m2, . . . , mi+p-l, 
- the remaining letters mP+2, mp+3, . . . , m, are arbitrary. 
If we consider the set of code words m(g) for g E gA, then we may characterize 
these just by saying. 
l n appears in the longest initial segment of m(g) consisting of distinct letters. 
If we denote by 4 (= 4R,) the length of this initial segment, then this yields 
49,4 = q-l (; I :) . q! . q * d--q--l. 
Thus the fact that 4 52~~ = 4 912~ numerically implies that (for any n E N): 
. k! . k . nn-k-l = 2 (“k) . (k - l)! . k . n-k-l, 
k=l 
or 
Using the notation from Knuth’s Q-algebra in [17], 
Q(ul,u2,u3,. . . ,n)=a,+u,~+~,~~-~~~-~)+... 
(n -k + I)&-_l 
= &a&+1 n&-l 9 
we see that 4 Ce, = 4 SA is equivalent to 
n “-‘. Q(l’, 22, 32, . . . ; n) = n”-’ * Q(1, 1, 1, . . . ; n), 
or simply to 
Q(l’, 22, 32, . . . ; n) = n . Q(n), 
where Q(n):= Q(1, 1, 1, . . . ; n) is Ramanujan’s Q-function. It may be noted 
that the above proof can be modified by introducing a parameter (Y for counting 
left-to-right-maximia (or cycles), which leads to 
Q(l.(;),2ja:‘) ,..., k-(n:+;l) ,... ;n) 
=PQ((~;~)(;) ,..., (“;“;“) ,... ;n) 
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This is a special case of the more general fact (see [17, p. 1911) 
Q(l.a,,2.az,. . . ,k.ak,. . . ;?l) = Q(u,, U2 - al, U3 - @, . . . , ak - u&l, . . . ;n). 
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